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Crossword

Solution on page 64

Mould’s maze with Sunshine Coast barrister John-Paul Mould.
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Across

1 An eyewitness, as opposed to an expert 

witness or character witness, is otherwise 

called a .......... witness. (10)

3 Military. (7)

6 The loss of trademark protection when  

a brand becomes a generic word used  

to describe a product or service, for  

example Hoover. (10)

8 Leniency or mercy towards an offender. (8)

9 The existence of multiple legal systems 

within one population, legal ......... . (9)

11 Spousal maintenance between  

unmarried couples. (8)

14 A previous .... suspension will not 

automatically prohibit a court from granting  

a special hardship order. (Abbr.) (4)

17 Courts will apply the totality principle and 

concurrent sentences to avoid a sentence 

becoming ........ . (8)

18 Liable or guilty. (8)

19 Ownership and possession of freehold  

land. (Arch.) (6)

21 The price a person guilty of an offence was 

required to pay instead of receiving another 

punishment. (Arch.) (7)

23 The Senate’s refusal to sign a Bill passed  

by the Lower House of Parliament. (4)

25 Money collected under a tariff. (6)

26 The open space situated within a common 

enclosure belonging to a house. (9)

28 Judicial decision. (6)

29 To seize personal property by criminal  

or civil order. (7)

30 A ...... lien or right requires no further action 

to be enforceable. (6)

Down

2 The ...... proferentem rule requires a court  

to interpret a contract against its drafter. (6)

4 Offences that are inherently wrong are mala 

.. .. as opposed to offences which are wrong 

only because they are prohibited. (Lat.) (2,2)

5 Theft. (7)

7 The principle discussed by the High Court 

of Australia in R H McL v The Queen that a 

sentence imposed in a trial maximises the 

sentence to which an appellant is exposed 

in consequence of having successfully 

appealed against an original conviction. (7)

9 Judicially sit. (7)

10 A ............ clause enables a court to  

more easily apply a blue pen through invalid 

clauses without affecting the validity of  

the entire contract. (12)

11 The principle that a similar offence should  

be punished similarly. (6)

12 The perpetual, inalienable ownership  

of real estate. (8)

13 Antonym of contingent. (6)

15 Judicially step down from a particular  

case. (6)

16 Consideration paid for standing  

a ship in port. (9)

20 All things otherwise being equal, ....... 

paribus. (Lat.) (7)

22 Robbery with violence. (6)

23 Remove a matter from a court list. (6)

24 Right of a third party, jus ...... . (Lat.) (6)

27 To share a common border with. (4)
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